Visitation Loophole

This letter is in regard to the section of the RC code of conduct dealing with dormitory visitation rights. The code permits female visitation with certain severe restrictions:

1) specific hours on weekends only,
2) open doors “as far as structurally possible,” and 3) no alcoholic beverages on the premises. I find these regulations so blatantly illegal and in direct violation of our (students) constitutional rights.

My reasoning is this: In limiting only female visitation it specifically discriminates against heterosexuals.

Collegian Forum

Homosexuals on this campus have 7 days a week, 24 hours a day visitation with no restrictions whatsoever. Besides unconstitutionally discriminating on the basis of sex, this has certain sordid moral implications. Thus we must recognize now the inherent dangers in such a situation.

We must act quickly to nip this rampaging spread of homosexuality in the bud. We must counteract this evil, by immediately lifting all restrictions for female visitation, thus giving heterosexuality a fighting chance. Think of your children. Think of your children’s children. Do you want your children to have children?

Remember Sodom and Gomorrah.

David Burns
RC Sophomore